The Game, Players and Equipment

Each team will consist of five players. Each team must have a minimum of four players present at game time to begin a game. Teams may be comprised of any combination of men or women.

Bowling balls and shoes will be provided by the Underground Recreation Center staff. All players must wear socks and can use their own bowling balls or shoes if they prefer.

Game Factors and Rules of Play

1. Each player will bowl three games per match: two standard games and one baker’s game.

2. Each match will be scored based on a total of five points. Two points will be awarded for each standard game won, and one point will be awarded for the baker’s game (if necessary).

3. Each game will be scored based on a team’s four highest scoring bowlers. The lowest score from each game will be dropped (except for the baker’s game).

4. Baker’s Game: each member of the team will bowl in order (twice through). The first bowler will bowl the first frame and the sixth frame, the second bowler will bowl the second frame and the seventh frame, the third bowler will bowl the third frame and the eighth frame, the fourth bowler will bowl the fourth frame and the ninth frame and the fifth bowler will bowl the fifth frame and the tenth frame. Note: The lowest score will not be dropped from the baker’s game.